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There's no such thing as safe in a city at war, a city overrun with monsters. In this dark urban

fantasy from acclaimed author Victoria Schwab, a young woman and a young man must choose

whether to become heroes or villains - and friends or enemies - with the future of their home at

stake. The first of two books, This Savage Song is a must-have for fans of Holly Black, Maggie

Stiefvater, and Laini Taylor. Kate Harker and August Flynn are the heirs to a divided city - a city

where the violence has begun to breed actual monsters. All Kate wants is to be as ruthless as her

father, who lets the monsters roam free and makes the humans pay for his protection. All August

wants is to be human, as good-hearted as his own father, to play a bigger role in protecting the

innocent - but he's one of the monsters. One who can steal a soul with a simple strain of music.

When the chance arises to keep an eye on Kate, who's just been kicked out of her sixth boarding

school and returned home, August jumps at it. But Kate discovers August's secret, and after a failed

assassination attempt the pair must flee for their lives. In This Savage Song, Victoria Schwab

creates a gritty, seething metropolis, one worthy of being compared to Gotham and to the four

versions of London in her critically acclaimed fantasy for adults, A Darker Shade of Magic. Her

heroes will face monsters intent on destroying them from every side - including the monsters within.
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So Victoria Schwab's THIS SAVAGE SONG has a pretty unique premise, if you haven't already

heard it: basically, the book takes place in a world where acts of violence create actual monsters.



How cool is that?That was basically all I knew when I bought the book, and the premise definitely

didn't disappoint.The first hundred pages or so, I kind of had trouble getting into it. It was a weird

situation because I loved the prose, I found the world building fascinating, and while I was reading I

definitely enjoyed it. But for whatever reason once I put the book down, I had less motivation than

usual to pick it up again.Once I got past the first 100 or so pages, however, that quickly changed

and I devoured the rest of the book in a few days.THIS SAVAGE SONG is more than just a

fascinating premiseÃ¢Â€Â”it involves some of my favorite plot elements, like betrayal, dealing with

your own darkness, unlikely alliances, and trying to find hope in a hopeless situation. I loved the

whole set up with the different tiers of monsters, and Kate's daring, guarded perspective was really

fun to read, especially alongside August's more vulnerable chapters.All in all, I found this book

fascinating, and now I'm very much looking forward to the sequel, OUR DARK DUET.

Started out a bit slow for me, but this is Victoria Schwab we're talking about so I had no worries. The

story just kept building and building towards the finale and as it went I become more and more

hooked. I didn't want to put it down or have it end.I loved the idea that monsters form out of the

shadows of violence. Three different types of monsters: Malchai which form when an act of murder

is committed; Corsai form from violent actions; and Sunai the most rare form out of the most tragic

of losses, bombings, mass shootings, etc. They came about after an event called the Phenomenon,

where all the built of violent energy just pretty much coalesced and brought forth the monsters.The

juxtaposition of monsters and humans, and what it means to be one or the other, or the perception

of what it means to be one or the other, is a big concept throughout the book as both August (the

"monster") and Kate (the human) struggle with their place in the world.Kate Harker comes from the

North side of Verity where her father is the head boss, so to speak, citizens can get protection, for a

price, from the monsters who also happen to be in Harker's employ.August Fynn is on the South

side of Verity, and he, with his family and groups of humans, fight the monsters everyday to keep

them out of their territory.Peace between the North and the South hinges on a quickly crumbling

treaty, and it seems as though war is imminent.I liked that Victoria Schwab decided not to form a

romance between Kate and August (this may happen down the line, but in This Savage Song it

doesn't happen). I think forming anything beyond the tentative friendship would have detracted too

much from the message of the book. Plus, I loved seeing these characters who are supposedly

complete opposites (although more similar than they want to admit) come together in a time of need

and help each other. It plays out so well.Even with the slow start, the ending makes me completely

excited for the second book. If you've read other books by Ms. Schwab (either as Victoria or V.E.)



you'll see a lot of similarities in writing style, which means even if things are left a little precarious for

our characters, you know everything will turn out right.

Let me tell you this is my first Victoria Schwab Book and I now want all her books. I was hooked

from the start. I do admit there were moments I wanted to put the book down throughout reading the

first half, but once I got to the second half I fell in love with the writing and the story.You have two

MC Kate and August. Now in this world when a horrible act is committed a monster is born from that

act, whether it be murder, thieving, a cult killing, etc. You have August who was born from a horrible

act, he is Sunai and his father controls the South City. He can play a beautiful song and take the

souls of sinners. Now you have Kate a human, whose father controls the North City. KateÃ¢Â€Â™s

mother died in a car accident when her mother and she were trying to escape the city. Kate can not

fully remember what happened that night.In the first few chapters, you get the layout of the city.

August is from the South City. Kate is from the North City. They have a truce that keeps the

monsters at bay and stops the bloodshed in the city, but that truce is crumbling. The monsters are

rebelling and the humans can not keep them under control in the North City. The South tried to keep

the monsters at bay and keep them out.August has been in the compound since he came from the

act, he has never left. August finally gets his wish to attend Colton in North City, this is where he

meets Kate and the two became friends. You see them go through turmoil with each other, soon

they can only depend on each other to get through the city and try to get to safety. You watch them

find out the true problems within the city and who is behind all the fighting.You can never predict

where the story is going. When you think you have it Schwab writes in a twist. The writing, plot,

characters, are all amazing and so well written. I can not wait to dig into the sequel and see what

happens. I am looking forward to picking up a few more of SchwabÃ¢Â€Â™s novels and digging into

them.
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